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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to complete the enumeration fthe maximal 
subgroups ofConway’s imple group Co, of order 4157776806543360000 = 
221 . 39 . 54. 72. 11 . 13 . 23. To increase the usefulness of the paper we also 
discuss the structure of these groups in some detail, giving explicit generators 
wherever possible. The local subgroups have already been classified by 
Curtis (see [7]), who has also done a considerable amount of work on the 
non-local subgroups ( ee [6]). Itwill be obvious that he present work owes 
a great deal to both of these papers, and especially thelatter. 
In particular, we shall prove: 
THEOREM. If X is a nondbelian characteristically simp esubgroup of 
Col, then N,,,(X) is contained ither in a local subgroup of Co, or in a 
conjugate ofone of six particular groups: 
(i) NA,g(A, XJ,).2, 
(ii) NA, z (A6 x U,(3)). 2,
(iii) NA, z (A, X L,(7)) . 2, 
(iv) S(2) % Co,, 
(v) S(3) = co,, 
(vi) S(23) g U,(2) .S,. 
(See below for an explanation of the notation.) 
The local subgroups of Co, are found in [7] by enumerating the 
elementary Abelian p-groups which are their minimal normal subgroups. 
Unfortunately, there are some slight errors inthe descriptions of some of the 
normalizers, although t e corresponding p-groups are correctly enumerated. 
These are marked * or ** in our list below, the latter indicating that he 
order of the normalizer is incorrectly stated in[7]. The exact determination 
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of the structure of these groups is a delicate problems au that he 
list is now error-free. Quoting this list, and observin 5-local 
subgroup called N(AAA CCC) in [ 71 is contained in(A5 x b,). 2, we deduce: 
COROLLARY. The simple group Co, contains jzlst 24c~~~~g~~y chses of 
~~~i~~l ~~~group~~ 
Name Shape Index 
(ii w4 
(ii) S(3) 
(iii) S(23) 
(iv) s(2s3"o) 
(v) s(22'336) 
(vi) iw, 
(vii) x4, 
(viii) lb%, 
(ix) NA, 
(x) NA, 
(xi) Iv/f, 
(xii) iu: 
*(xiii) I&%: 
(xiv) A%: 
(xix) XC,(2 y “) 
(xx) X,(29 
*(xxi) XC,(2ys) 
(xxii) X-C,(5) 
**(xxiii) XC: (3) 
““(xxiv) XC;(3) 
co* 
co, 
w2f s3
5 !++%L,(5) 
3y+4 : 2U4(2). 2 
3sz.2 
644 x G*(4))*2 
(As xJJ.2 
(A6 x ~3(3))* 2 
(A7 x L*V)).2 
4 x$3 
32 . U,(3).& 
(D,, x (A5 xA,).2).2 
33+4 : 2(&s, x S,) 
2 *I :M,, 
36 : 2M,, 
53.(4XA5). 2 
72 : (3 x 2/I,) 
2 4+12 .‘(S, x ii,) 
22+“2 :(A, x S,) 
2 ‘,“” * O,+(2) 
52.4‘4, 
32.[36.2].2A4 
32. [34.23].2A, 
23.33.5.7. 13 
211.32.5.7,13 
2s.3.2~53.7. 13.23 
2i6.3E.72.11.13.23 
2”3.53.72.11.13.23 
27.3.52.7.23 
2”.3*.52.7. 81.23 
2”.3”.5,7. II. 13.23 
212.34.53.7.11. 13.23 
214.36.53.11.13.23 
2”1.3”.53.7.11.13.23 
21’.3.53.?.B1.13.23 
’4.37.5.72.11.13.23 
2’4.54.72. 11.13.23 
36.53.7. 13
2’4.53.72.13,23 
216.38.7z.1i.i3.23 
218.37.54.11.13.23 
3”.53.72. il. 13.2’ 
3h.53.7.1B.13.23 
34.52.7.B1.13.23 
2”.J8.5/7*.13.13.23 
2”.5”.Y2. 11.13.23 
2’5.32.54.72.11.13.23 
Note oa notation. We use standard notations for various finite groups, 
(with for example O:(2) and U,(3) denoting simple groups) a 
denote an arbitrary extension fA by B, while A : B and A ’ 
and non-split ex ensions, respectively. The symbol p” denotes an elementary 
Abelian group of that order, while py2” and plizn 
groups of order p1 t2n, so that if p is odd py”’ has 
then it is the central product of n copies of D,. symbol n denotes a 
cychc group of that order, while [n] denotes an arbitrary group of order n. 
We shall also use the ATLAS names for conjugacy lasses ( ee Table ior 
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[3]), in which classes of elements of a given order are lettered in descending 
order of their centralizer orders. 
Before we begin the proof, we give a brief description of the maximal 
subgroups. 
TABLE I 
Conjugacy Classes in 2C0, 
Class 
in Co, 
Classes Char- 
in 2C0, Centralizer acter 
1A 1,2 co, 24 
2A 2,2 2’+‘. O,+(2) 8 
2B 4 (2’ x G,(4)). 2 0 
2c 2 2”:M 2 12’ 0 
3A 336 3sz -12 
3B 3, 6 3*. U,(3).2 6 
3c 3,6 31t4.2U,(2) -3 
30 3,6 3xA, 0 
4A (A) 4,4 4.26.S,(2) 8 
4B (A) 4 [2”.3’] 0 
4C (A) 4,4 [214.3*.5] 4 
4D (A) 4 [2’5.32] 0 
4E (B) 8 4 x G,(2) 0 
4F (C) 4 4.2’.S, 0 
SA 5, 10 5 x J, -6 
SB 5, 10 5 x (A, x A,).2 4 
SC 5, 10 s’+QA -1 
6A (AA) 6,6 3.2’++(2) -4 
6B (AB) 12 (2’ x L,(4)). 2 0 
6C (BA) 636 [2’.35.5] -4 
60 (CA) 636 3 x 2U,(2) 5 
6E (BA) 6, 6 3*.2(S, x SJ.2 2 
6F (CA) 6, 6 [26.35] -1 
6G (BC) 6 [2’.3’] 0 
6H (DB) 12 3x(A,x2’).2 0 
61 (DC) 6 3 x 23.s, 0 
IA I, 14 7xA, -4 
7B I, 14 7 x h(7) 3 
8A (A) 8 8.24.S, 0 
8B (A) 8, 8 [2”.3] 0 
8C (B) 8, 8 [2”.3] 4 
8D (B) 8 [2”1 0 
8E (C) &8 [2*.3] 2 
Class Classes Char- 
in Co, in 2C0, Centralizer acter 
8F(D) 8 [2*.3] 
9A (C) 9, 18 [23.35] 
9B (C) 9, 18 [2.35] 
9C (C) 9, 18 [2.35] 
IOA (AA) 10, 10 5 x 2’+“A, 
1OB (AB) 20 lOx2xA, 
IOC (BB) 20 lOx2xA, 
IOD (BA) 10, 10 10x A, 
IOE(CA) 10. 10 5 x 2A, 
lOF(BC) 10 [25.5] 
11A 11,22 11 xs, 
12A (AA) 12, 12 12.24.S, 
12B (AB) 12 [2’“.32] 
lZC(AD) 12 [29.32] 
120 (FA) 12, 12 [25.34] 
12E(EA) 12, 12 [26.33] 
12F (BE) 24 [25.33] 
12G(EB) 12 [26.32] 
12H(DC) 12, 12 [25.32] 
121(EC) 12, 12 [25.32] 
12J(ED) 12 [25.32] 
12K(FB) 12, 12 [25.32] 
12L (HE) 24 12xs, 
12M(IF) 12 12 x 22 
13A 13,26 13 XA, 
0 
-3 
0 
3 
-2 
0 
0 
-2 
3 
0 
2 
4 
0 
0 
-1 
2 
0 
0 
1 
-2 
0 
3 
0 
0 
-2 
14A (AB) 28 7 x (2’ x 3).2 0 
14B (BA) 14, 14 7xD, 1 
15A (AA) 15,30 5 x 3A, 3 
15B (BA) 15,30 lSxA, -2 
15C (AD) 15, 30 lSxA, 0 
150 (BB) 15, 30 15 x s, 1 
ISE (CC) 15,30 30 2 
16A (C) 16 [Z61 0 
Note. In brackets after the class name we give the power maps; e.g., 30C (CBH) indicates 
that an element of class 30C squares to a 15C-element, cubes to a lOB-element, and has fifth 
power equal to an element of class 6H. 
Table continued 
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TABLE I-Continued 
Class 
in Co, 
ChSSCZS 
in 2C0, Centralizer 
Char- 
acter 
Class 
in Co, 
C!asses 
in X0, Centralizer 
Char- 
acter 
16B (D) 
18A (AF) 
18B (BF) 
18C (CT) 
2M (AA) 
2OB (IT) 
2OC (EC) 
21A (AA) 
2iB (AB) 
21c (BD) 
2211 (AC) 
23A 
23B 
24A (AA) 
24B (BC) 
246 (EA) 
240 (CF) 
24E (EB) 
16, 16 [26] 
18, 18 [23.33J 
18,18 18X3 
l&18 18x3 
20: 20 5 x 4s, 
20 20 x 2 
20.20 20 
21,42 21 xA, 
21,42 21 x3 
21,42 21 
22,22 22 
23.46 23 
23,46 23 
24 [26.3’] 
24,24 [2h.3] 
24 [2”.3*] 
24 (2j.31 
24 24 x 2 
2 
-1 
2 
-1 
-2 
0 
-1 
2 
-1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
-2 
0 
0 
0 
24F(HE) 24,24 24 
26A (AB) 52 13 x 2’ 
28A (BA) 28,28 28 
28B(AE) 56956 28 
30A (AAA) 30,30 15 x D, 
3OB (BCB) 60 30x 2 
30C (CBH) 60 30x 2 
300 (DDC) 30.30 30 
30E (EED) 30,30 30 
33A (AA) 33,66 33 
35A (AA) 35.70 35 
36A (AD) 36,36 36 
39A (AA) 39,78 39 
39B (AA) 39,78 39 
40A (AA) 40.40 40 
42.4 (AAB) 84 42 x 2 
60A (AAA) 60.60 60 
-1 
0 
1 
0 
c 
3 
-1 
1 
0 
0 
2. THE MAXIMAL SUBGRQUPS REVEALED 
2. B. Lattice Stabilizers 
In [6] Curtis has classified certain sublattices (which e calls ,Y-lattices) 
of the Leech lattice and found the corresponding subgroups of 220, 
preserving these sublattices. There are eleven types: 
.Y’-lattice Dimension Stabilizer in Co, Contained in: 
2 
3 
222 
223 
233 
333 
~I+432 
233113 
I2936 
2-5310 
227336 
1 co2 
1 co3 
2 UC@). s3 
2 APL.2 
2 HS.2 
2 j5Mll $3 
3 ~‘lC3)Jh 
3 i73F)*S3 
4 34A6(S3 x 33). 2 
4 51+24s, 
6 3 "+42U4(2).2 
maximal 
maximal 
maximal 
co3 
co2 
36 : 2iw12 
CO2 
@o, 
36 : 2&f,, 
maximal 
maximal 
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We denote the stabilizer of an Y-lattice 5?by S(Y). The inclusions given 
above are all obvious either f om the form of the P-lattice orfrom the 3- 
local analysis ( ee [7]). 
These Y-lattice stabilizers are of course just he stabilizers of certain 
subspaces of224 containing only vectors oftypes 2and 3. Some of the other 
maximal subgroups may be regarded as stabilizers of ubspaces of224 
containing only vectors oftype 4 (corresponding to a “cross” in the Leech 
lattice): 
Subspace dimension Subgroup of Co, 
1 211 = m,,(2) : M,, 
2 2 4+12 .(S, 3X,) =xc,(2:+4) x 
4 2*+12 (A, S,) =XC,(2:th) : x 
2.2. The Suzuki Chain and Related Groups 
A number of the other maximal subgroups may be described by reference 
to the so-called Suzuki chain of subgroups. This was first pointed out by 
Thompson (see [2]), who observed that he centralizer of anelement of class 
30 has the shape 3X A,. Since no proof has, so far as we know, appeared in
the literature, we shall give xplicit generators forsuch an A, in Section 2.4 
below. Thompson then showed that by taking a descending chain of A,‘s 
embedded naturally in this A,, one obtains the chain of normalizers 
NA,rA,xS,, 
NA,=AA,xS,, 
NA, E (A, x L,(7)). 2,
NA, z (A, x U,(3)). 2,
NA,=(A, xJJ.2, 
NA, z (A4 x G,(4)). 2,
NA, E 3. Sz.2. 
Note that hese groups A, for n = 4,..., 9 all ift toproper double covers 2A, 
in 2C0,. There is a series ofconstructions for the Leech lattice over three 
different (complex or quaternion) rings (see [lo]), corresponding to the 
groups NA,, NA, and NA, (the usual construction c rresponds in the same 
way to NA, z Co,). In these three cases the A.-centralizer contains a unique 
class of non-central A, conjugate othe original A, in Co,, and if we 
normalize the corresponding groups A, x A,, we obtain 
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RCA: s 32 - U,(3).D,, 
NA,: 2 ((A., x A,).2 x 24A,).2, 
NA:r((A,xA5).2x 
If II = 3 we may continue this process one stage further toobtain the group 
NA; z 33+4 : 2(S, x S,), which may also be regarded asa “co 
Section 2.4). Of these leven groups ail are maximal in Co 
ch ‘is contained inthe “tricode group” XC,(~~“)E 2=*12 :(A8 X S,), 
is contained in the “hexacode group” XCh(2yJ) z 
2.3. eep Holes and Associated Groups 
A cdeq hok is a point of 24-space atmaximum distance from the lattice. 
In [4] it is shown. that there are 23 types of deep holes, in one-one 
c~rres~o~~e~cc with the 23 Niemeier lattices. The ~~~~~i~~e~ of a deep hole 
x is the set of all automorphisms of the lattice (not necessarily fixing the 
origin) which take x to any muhiple of itself, andby requiring this multiple 
to be I we obtain the corresponding hole c~~t~~l~z~~. Thesecan be identi.fied 
Wit subgroups of .Q EZ 2C0, by neglecting translations. In jS]it is shown 
that he hole centralizers havea uniform structureg as follows. Ineach case 
there is a normal subgroup g (the corresponding “holy code9’) which is split 
extended by a subgroup of its automorphism group. Some of the more 
cases are the holes of type A: (with dr? = 24). for which * has 
order (n + lIdI and the hole centralizers are 
Generators for code Centralizer in PCo, 
jl(soooololoolloo~lolollll>l 212 : iv,, 
[2(11211122212)] 3” : 2M!2 
[3(2QOlOl l)] 44 : 2%,(2) 
jl(Ol441)] s’ : 2ss 
[1(216)1 Y2 : 24, 
IO 1411 (3 x 9) : 2s, 
j15] 13 :4 
ISI s:2 
Note: rackets round part of a code word mean that al! cyclic ~er~~tat~o~$ 
thereof are allowed. Here A,, denotes the Dynkin diagram, 
The corresponding normalizers are obtained by adjoining elements ek 
(with k coprime to n + 1) that multiply all code digits (read module n + 1 j 
by k. For M = 1, 2, 4 and 6 their images Cd(n + I) in Co, are maximal 
subgroups. 
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2.4. Other Code Groups 
The remaining maximal subgroups may also be regarded as code 
groups, though in an extended sense in which the “co-ordinates” (or digits) 
are no longer estricted o lie in a field or in an Abelian group. This 
viewpoint makes it much easier to understand the rather subtle structures 
of these groups. The reader who needs to do calculations in these groups 
should also find our explicit generators useful. The most interesting case, 
and the simplest to illustrate, is the “hexacode group” XC,(2y4) g 
24+‘2 .(S, x 3S,), which preserves a decomposition of the space into six 
mutually orthogonal 4spaces, corresponding to the columns of Curtis’s 
MOG (see [7]). S ince there are two versions ofthe MOG, differing by 
interchanging the last wo columns, we give a brief description here of the 
version weuse. The hexacode isthe linear code generated over GF(4) by the 
words (w,cij,ti,w,@w), (Lij,w,o,W,Ljj,w) and (O,w,~,o,w,W). Each 
digit has an odd and an even interpretation in a column of the MOG: 
0106 0 1 w 
odd even 
w 
where in each case we can take ither the starred set or its complement. The 
typical Golay code word (g-set) isthen obtained ither by giving all the 
digits ofa hexacode word an odd interpretation in such a way that he top 
row contains anodd number of points, orby giving them all an even inter- 
pretation n such a way that he top row contains aneven number of points. 
If the rows of the MOG are labelled 1,i, j, k, then any vector (a, b, c, d) in 
the 4-space corresponding to a particular column of the MOG may be 
represented by a real quaternion a + bi + cj + dk. We may thus define left 
and right multiplications by elements of Q, = { fl, fi, G, +k} on each 
column, or, in other words, an action of Q8 o Q8 z 2 7” on each column. 
Then for each word in the hexacode we get a left action on the 24-space by
replacing the field elements 0,1, w, W by the quaternion left-multiplications 
L,, Li, Lj, L,, and a right action by replacing 0,1, w, 8 by the right- 
multiplications R,, R,, Rj, R,. We may regard the group generated bythese 
words in elements of2y4 as “the hexacode over 2y4.” We observe that 
regarded asa subgroup of 2C0, it has a normal 25-subgroup (becoming 24in 
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Co,) consisting of sign-changes on an even number of cohrmns, and module 
is is an elementary Abelian 2l*-group generated by left and right actions of
the hexacode. The outer automorphism group of 2y4 is (S, x S,). 2, of 
which a subgroup (3 x 3). 2z S, x 3 is realizable in 2C0, by elements hat 
act similarly on all the columns, as follows. The 3%ubgroup is generated by 
the left and right multiplications L, and by the ~~ater~ion w = 
+(-I + i +j + k), and the involution may taken to be quaternion 
~5~jngation together with a sign change on any odd number of columns. 
such an involution thus centralizes transformation 
inverts bi-multiplication by o, i.e., B = L, 
l2 : (S, x 3) so far constructed here is a group 
columns, which may be generated bythe elements 
El 
* + - + + 
+ + - c + 
I I x i I 
Note that hese lements generate a non-split 33, in which the normal 3 
subgroup is generated by r,, and that this group permutes the 
complementary S,‘s in 2’+r* :S,, so that there is no complementary 
S, X 3S, in the group 2’+12 .(S, x 3S,), although t ere is a complementary 
3 x 3S,. 
In a similar way we may construct the group NA, z 33t4 : 2(S, x S,) by 
taking the “‘tetracode over 3 y2” and adjoining the outer ~~tornor~~~srn 
group GL,(3)” 2&s, of 3:f2 and the permutation group S, of the code. 
Further details may be found in [12]. Note that in this case also the code 
permutation group does not split off, and indeed the group modulo its O,- 
subgroup is the central product of two copies of a non-split 2S,. The 
centralizer of the normal 33-subgroup has the shape 33 t4 : 4, and modulo 
this we have the (maximal and irreducible) subgroup 2 X S, of GL3(3). 
The 2-local subgroup XC,(2y6)z 22t’2 :(A, x S,), which becomes 
Iz3+ l2 : (A8 x S,) in 2Co,, is the subgroup preserving a given decomposition 
of the 24-space into three mutually orthogonal &spaces (corresponding to 
three disjoint octads in the MOG). As an abstract group 2:-” may be 
generated by
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and the code 23t’2 then consists in MOG notation fall elements 
•l g1 g2 g3 
with the gi in 2y6 satisfying g, .g, .g, = f 1. Obviously this is invariant 
under the group S, which bodily permutes the three bricks of the MOG, and 
the centralizer of this S, is abstractly isomorphic toA,: + -‘I  - 
+ + - + + 
LiLl 
+ x : i 
+ + + A 
LlI 1
+ + + + + + + +
These elements may be realized in Co, by the respective el ments: + -+ -+ --+-+ !I -+-+-+ 
+ +  iiiGzij ;,ilc,,,I 
and L,, R, (defined above) and the element A which may be recovered from 
and the fact hat it commutes with our S, and the element T,. The group 
A, E O:(2) obtained byomitting the generator A then acts identically on the 
three S-spaces, and the resulting A, x S, is a complement for 22t12 in the 
tricode group. (Note, however, that this A, lifts o2A, in 2C0, .) It is 
convenient to label the 9-element set by 
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since (as we can see from the above list) there is an L,(7) in this A, 
permuting CD, o,..., 6 in the same way as it acts on each brick of the 
The involution centralizer XC,(2:‘“) r ar++’ . 0; (2) is the su 
preserving an g-space corresponding to an octad in the @. In order to 
give it a name we regard it as a code group of a rather t ivial kind, where the 
code has dimension 1 over the group 2 ‘,‘” acting on the ~om~~em~~t2r~~ 16 
space. 
The two soluble 3-local subgroups may also be regarded ascode 
groups. are both normalizers of 3C-pure groups of order 9, and the 
fixed 6spaces of the four cychc subgroups span the Wspace. T 
code of length 4 turns out in both cases to be the tetracode, g nerated over 
GF(3) by the words (0. I, I, i ) and (1) 0, 1) - I)> whose a~tomor~~ism group 
is 2S,. Similariy the 5local subgroup 52.4A, is the normahzer of a SC-pure 
group of order 2.5, and the fixed 4-spaces ofthe six cyclic subgroups span 
the 24-space. The resulting code of length 6 is generated over GF(5) by the 
words (0, 1, 1, I, I, I) and (I,& I, 2, -2, -I), and its a~tom~r~~~sm group is 
S,) of which just 4A, is reaiizable in 2Co,. 
~~~~ose G is a simple group and M is a maximal subgroup of G, and let 
K be a minimal normal subgroup of M. Then M is a chara~ter~sti~al~y simple 
group, i.e., a direct product of isomorphic simpEe groups, and 
Thus to find all the maximal subgroups ofa simple group it is 
classify the normalizers of characteristically simp esubgroups, and then to 
determine the inclusions between these. The local case (when K is Abe~~a~) 
has been dealt with by Curtis (see [7]), so we are only concerned with the 
non-local case here. 
e begin by using the classification the rem to find all the non-Abelian 
simple groups whose order divides the order of CO,. They are 
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L,(3), L (4), U,(3), U,(4), U,(5); L,(9), L (3); 
U,(2), U,(3), U,(2), U,(2), S (2); U,(5), S (5), S (8)> S,(3)> o,(3), O,‘(2); 
G,(4); W3), G,(3), *F,(2)‘, 3&(2); 
~,,~~,*~~**~~23~~*4~ 
J,, HS, ML, Co,, Co, ; F&, , Sz. 
Those groups given in the first column are known to occur as subgroups of
Co, (see, for example [I, 6, 8, 12, 13]), while those in the second column are 
excluded because there is no character restriction of the 24-dimensional 
representation to these groups or to their double covers (if any). 
We divide the proof of the theorem into several cases. In Section 4 we 
consider simple subgroups with non-trivial centralizers, and in Section 5 we 
consider simple subgroups which fix avector in the 24-dimensional represen- 
tation. Inthe remaining sections we deal with the simple groups whose 
centralizers are trivial nd which fix no vectors. A substantial p rt of the 
proof takes the form of essentially trivial rguments based on comparing 
character tables, which for the sake of readability we shall largely suppress. 
4. GROUPS WITH NON-TRIVIAL CENTRALIZER 
In this ection we suppose that X is a non-Abelian simple subgroup of Co, 
whose centralizer C is non-trivial. Now if C contains a non-trivial 
elementary Abelian characteristic subgroup (in particular, if C is soluble), 
then N,,,(X) is contained inone of the local subgroups ofCo,. Thus we may 
restrict at ention t  the cases where all the minimal characteristic subgroups 
of C are direct products ofisomorphic non-Abelian simple groups. 
Reading off the centralizers fromTable I, we see that he only elements of
prime order greater than 3 which can be contained inC are those of classes 
5A, 5B, 7A or 7B, and X is then a subgroup of the corresponding group J,, 
(A5 X A,).2, A, or L,(7). Referring to[9] for the subgroups ofJ,, we see 
that he following cases arise: 
X c = C(X) N(X) 
5A in C: J2 ‘45 (J,xA,).2=NA, 
U,(3) A6 (U,(3) x A,).2 = NA, 
L,(7) A, (L,(7) x A,).2 = NA, 
AdBAA) Jz (A5 xJ,).2=NA, 
A, W’B) 4 xA, local 
A,WA) A, (A5 x A,).2 <AIA, 
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5B in C: A&BAA) 
A,(CBB) 
A,(CBC) 
7A in C: 4 
(2 classes) L,(7) 
4 
A,@BA) 
AdBAA) 
L,(7) 
J* (A, XJ,).2=NA, 
[5’.2’] k3cal 
[52.22] local 
L,(7) (A, xL,(7)).2 =NA, 
L,(7) k2(73 x L,(7) <NAT 
U#> (A, x Us(3)).2 =NA, 
U#2 (A, x U,(3)).2 < NA, 
J2 (A, XJ2).2=NAs 
A, &,(7)XA,p.2=NA, 
A) etc. after an A, means that its non-trivial elements are of Co!- 
3A and 5A (we say it has type (2B, 3A, 5A)). 
n most of the above cases it is obvious by looking at the conjugacy 
classes ofelements inX that he centralizer of X is as given. e also use the 
fact hat he structure constant QB, 3A, 5A) = L/604800, a so there is a 
unique class of A, of type (2B, 3A, 5A), and it has centralizer J2 (see 
Section 6 below). 
From this list we see that in all cases N(X) is either local or contained in
one of the groups NA, s (A5 xJ,).2, NA,r (AA, x U,(3)).2 orNAir 
(A, x L,(7)). 2 Also, the only case in which contains a subgroup 
conjugate inCo, to X is when X is a A, of type (2 9 3A, 5A). The resulting 
A, xA, has centralizer DiO, and its normalizer istherefore the local 
subgroup -iA: z (Ill0 X (A5 X A5). 2). 2. 
5. SUBGROUPS WHICH FE A VECTOR 
From now on we shall suppose that X is a non-Abelian simple subgroup 
of Co, whose centralizer is t ivial. In this ection we shall make the further 
assumption that X fixes a vector in the 2-modular representation. F rstwe 
prove some general results: 
LEMMA. Let V be a vector space over afield ofcharacteristic 2, and let 
be a subgroup ofGL (V) which fixes a Bon-zero vector v in V. If there is 
an element 4 of GL(V) satisfying N@ = H and 4’ is in , then the group 
(H, 4) 2z H. 2 also fixes a non-zero vector inV. 
Proox Either v = v”, in which case H. 2 fixes or v # v”, in which case 
v + v* is a non-zero vector in V and is fixed by 
COROLLARY. With the same assumptions, suppose that <G < GL(V) 
and C,(H)= 1. Then: 
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(i) ij]Out(H)] = 2 f a or some a, then NG(H)Jixes a non-zero vector in v 
(ii) if ] Out(H)] = 2”. 3f or some a, then N,(H) either fixes a non-zero 
vector in V or fixes a 2-space inwhich the three non-zero vectors are in the 
same orbit under G. 
ProoJ (i) This follows from the lemma by induction a. 
(ii) From (i) N,(H) contains a subgroup of index 3 which fixes a
vector v in V. Either N,(H) fixes v, in which case we are done, or else ZJ has 
three images z), ZJ’ and v” under this group. If these three vectors are linearly 
independent, then v + v’ + 0” is non-zero and is fixed by NG(H), and 
otherwise they form a 2-space fixed by N,(H). 
We now apply this corollary to the case where V has dimension 24over 
G1;(2) and G g Co,, and we suppose that H is a non-Abelian simple 
subgroup of Co, with trivial centralizer, fixing a non-zero vector in V. In all 
cases except L*(8), U,(5), U,(2) and L,(4), Out(H) is a 2-group, and so by 
part (i) of the corollary NCOI(H) is contained inone of the vector stabilizers, 
which are (see [11) 
Type Stabilizer Index 
(3) 
(4) 
CO1 1 
CO2 98280 
CO3 8386560 
2” :M,, 8292375 
total = 16777216 = 224 
In the cases HE L2(8), U,(5), U,(2) and L,(4), Out(H) is 3, S,, S, and 
Di2, respectively, and so we may apply part (ii) of the corollary. It remains 
therefore to classify 2-spaces inV in which all non-zero vectors are of the 
same type. These can be determined by easy geometrical arguments from the 
information given in [ 1, 31. Indeed, itis not much harder to produce alist of 
all 2-spaces in V, together with their stabilizers, and to verify by 
straightforward counting that he list is complete: 
Pointwise 
Type stabilizer 
222 U6(2) 
Representative vectors 
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223 MCL 400000 
000000 
224 2"M 22'2 
233 HiS 
233' $(3).2' 
234 
244 2'+8A 8 
333 
M23 
5 
3 Mli 
220000 
220000 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
111111 
333* U?(5) 
39* * x Ml2 
334 24A8 
344 L3(4).S3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
11 1111 
202020 
11111 
lllli I/ 
111111 
11 i 11 1 
000000 22ooooi 
0202ozi 
-1 l-l l-l 1 
202020' 
-1-1 1 1 1 1 220030' 
-1-i 1 1 1 1 
020202 ocoooo~ 
1 1 I 1 
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Pointwise 
Type stabilizer Representative vectors 
444 24+123s6 jipJEJ 
444 M12*2 pEJ jiii w
444 [2”1 L (2) '3 p!J-gii] 
[The “type” is the list of types of the minimal norm representatives in the
Leech lattice of the three vectors inthe 2-space. An asterisk indicates hat it 
is impossible to choose representatives adding to zero.] 
The “pure” 2space stabilizers are therefore 
U,(2).S, = S(23), 
35M,,S, < 36 : 2M,,, 
U3(5).S, < coj, 
24+‘2 -(S, x 3S,) =XC6(2y4), 
Ml,.2 x S, < 3Sz.2, 
[2”]&(2) x S,) < 2*+‘* :(A, x S,). 
Remarks. (1) By restricting he character we see that any U,(2) must 
fix avector. Since Co, contains osubgroup isomorphic toU,(2), while Co, 
contains a unique class of such subgroup, itfollows that CO, contains a 
unique class of U,(2). 
(2) Similarly, anysubgroup isomorphic toU,(5) must fix a vector. 
Since Co, contains a unique class of U,(5), and Co, contains two classes of
U,(5), all of which are conjugate inCo, to the U,(5) in S(2331+3)r 
U3(5).S,, itfollows that Co, contains a unique class of U,(5). 
6. THE STRUCTURE CONSTANT ARGUMENT 
The remaining cases to consider a e the non-Abelian simple subgroups X 
which have trivial centralizer andfix no vector in the 24-dimensional 2- 
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modular epresentation. Inspection of the character tables shows that his 
can only happen when X is isomorphic toone of the following groups: 
A,,A,j>A,,A,,A,, 
In this ection we shall eliminate the cases A,, Ei(8), L,(13), U,(4), L,(3) 
and M,2, and show that here is a unique class of each of the groups Aj and 
L,(7) satisfying the above conditions, whose normalizers a econtained inthe 
groups NA, 2 (A5 x JJ. 2 and NC,, s 2” : M,,, respectively. The method 
uses the well-known fact hat for any group G 
where the left-hand sumis taken over all conjugacy lasses ofordered triples 
(x, y, z) with X, y and z in given conjugacy classes X, Y and Z satisfying 
xyz = 1, and the right-hand sum is taken over all irreducible characters x of 
G. We denote the value of this expression by &X, Y, Z). It is clear that if a 
simple subgroup H of G is generated byelements x,y and z as above and 
@X, Y, Z) < 1, then C(H) is non-trivial, and so H is one of the groups 
already considered. Thus we may restrict attention tothe cases where 
5(X, Y, 2) is at least I. 
Ail the groups A,, L,(7), L,(8), L,(13), U,(4), E,(3) and PA,, can be 
generated byan element x of order 2 and an element y of order 3 such that 
xy has order 5, 7, 7, 7, 13, 13 and 11, respectively. n thecase of M, z, x and 
y must be of M,,-classes 2A and 3A, respectively, and in E,(3), y must be of 
L,(3)-class 3B.The group A, may be generated byan element x of order 2
and an element y of order 4 such that xy has order 5. If we now impose the 
restriction hatX fixes no vector then we find that he following cases are the 
only ones that can arise: 
Group Type Character Structure constant 
A,: (2B. 3A,5A) 
(2B, 3B, 5‘4) 
(2B, 3C, 54) 
(2B, 3C, SC) 
(2B, 30,5‘4) 
(ZS, 30,5B) 
(2B, 30,5C) 
(ZC, 3B, 5.4) 
(ZC, 3C, 5C) 
(2C, 30,5B) 
(2C, 3LJ.K) 
6 x (2~ + 26) 
6 x 4b 
3 x (2~ + 2b + 4b) 
2 x (2~2 + 2b + 6~) + 46 
2 x (2n + 2b) + 4 x 4b 
4 x 6a 
2a + 2b + 2 x 4b + 2 x 6a 
6 X 4a 
4af4X5a 
4 x (3a + 3b) 
3a + 3b + 2 x 4a + 2 x 5a 
;‘(2B, 3P., 5A) = l/604800 
<(ZS, 3B, 5.4) = l/6048 
[(2B, 3C, 5A) = 0 
5(2B, 3C, 52) = 0 
<(2B, 30> 5A) = l/60 
&is, 30, SB) = l/4 
T(2B, 30,5C) = 0 
<(2C, 3B: SA) = 0 
5(2C, 3c* 5C) = 0 
5(2C, 30; 5B) = 5 /8 
<(2C, 30,5C) = 1 
481/85/I II 
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Group Type Character Structure constant 
A,: (2B, 3C, 3C, 4E, 5C) 4a+4b+8c+8d 
(2B, 3C, 3C, 4E, 5A) 3 x (4a + 4b) 
(2B, 3A, 3B, 4E, 5A) 6 x 4a 
L,(7): (2A, 30,4?, 7A) 4 x 6a 
(2A, 3D,4A, 7A) 4 x (3a + 3b) 
(2C, 3C, 4F, 7B) 3 X 8a 
(2C, 3D,4F, 7A) 2 x (3a + 36 + 6a) 
(2B, 3B, 4E, 7B) 3 x (4a + 4b) 
(2B, 3C, 4E, 7B) 3 x 8b 
(2B, 30,4E, 7B) 2 x 8b + 4a + 46 
(2B, 30,4E, 7A) 2 x (66 + 6~) 
L2( 13): (2B, 3D,6H, 7A, 13A) 2 x (6a + 6b) 
L,(8): (2C, 3C, 7B, 9A) 3 x 8a 
Ml,: (2B, 2A, 3B, 30 ,...) 2X 12a 
U,(4): (2A, 3D,...) 2X 12a 
L,(3): @A, 3B, 3D,...) 2X 12a 
1;(2B, 4E, 5C) = 0 
<(2B, 4E, 5A) = 509/15 12 
@A, 30,7A) = 7 l/2520 
5(2C, 3C, 7B) = l/3 
Q2C, 30,7A) = 0 
5(2B, 3B, 7B) = l/84 
<(2B, 3C, 7B) = 0 
<(2B, 30,7B) = 2 
5(2B, 30,7A) = 1 
c(2C, 3C, 7B) = l/3 
5(2B, 3B, 11A) = l/6 
&2A, 30, 13A) = 314 
Note: the type of a subgroup X is a list of the conjugacy lasses inCo, that 
the classes inX (in ATLAS order) fuse to. 
Since the L,(13) in (A4 x G,(4)).2 already accounts for an amount l/4 of 
<(2B, 30, 7A), the only cases in which C(X) could be trivial are when X is 
an L,(7) of type (2B, 30,4E, 7B) or an A, of type (2C, 30,5C). Now there 
is an L,(7) of this type in 211 :MZ4, obtained by adjoining signs to the 
elements ofthe octern group in MZ4, and it does not extend to L,(7). 2, for if 
it did then (by the Lemma of Section 5)the latter g oup would fix avector in 
the 2-modular representation, whichit plainly cannot. But from the character 
table we see that any such L,(7) must have trivial centralizer, and so we 
have accounted for the entire structure constant. Similarly, it is easy to see 
from the character table that any A, of type (2C, 30, 5C) has trivial 
centralizer, and thus there is a unique A, of this type, with normalizer S,. 
Now if we take an A, of type (2B, 3A, 5A), then its centralizer is J2, which 
contains a unique class of maximal A5’s, which are of &-type (2B, 30, 5A). 
One of the diagonal A,‘s in the corresponding A, x A, is of type 
(2C, 30, 5C) and thus the whole normalizer S, of this A, is visible inNA, g 
(A, x J2).2. 
Remarks. (1) There is in fact aunique class of A, of type (2B, 3A, 3B, 
4E, 5A). For we know that there is an A, of type (2B, 3B, 5A) whose 
centralizer is U,(3) and whose normalizer is (A, x U,(3)).2 < NA,, and this 
accounts for the entire structure constant and so it is the unique A, of this 
type. But a 3B-element isthe product of two commuting 3A-elements in a 
unique way, so such an A, extends to a unique A, of the above type. We 
shall make use of this remark in the next section when dealing with the case 
XgA,. 
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(2) It is easy to show, by carefully counting the structure constants, 
that here is just one class of each of the groups 12.3 U,(4), -w3) a-d 
L,(3) not fixing a vector, and their normalizers a e
Ml,.2 x s, <AM,, 
L,(3).2 x 3 < NA,, 
U,(4). 2 x s, < NA, 3 
(L,(13) x A‘$). 2 < NA,. 
e are now left with the cases in which X z A,, A, 9 A,, 
L,(25), U,(3), J, or G,(4), and C(X) = I and X fixes no vector in the 2- 
modular epresentation. Our method of attack is the so-called “successive 
normalizer trick,” inwhich a subgroup H is constructed by taking a known 
subgroup K and extending the normalizer ofsome subgroup L of X: thus 
L 
This method may be generalized by using any subgroup of the normalizer, 
for example, the centralizer. In order to apply this method effectively -we 
need to know all possibilities for L < K < H, and to have not too many 
possibilities for N,(L) between N,(L) and NG(L). 
7. I. The Alternating Groups 
We begin with the cases A,, A, and A, f which can be dealt with in a 
uniform anner. Any A, which does not fix a vector must be of type 
(2B, 3A, 3B, 4E, .5A, 6B, 7B). It may therefore be constructed by taking an 
A, of type (2B, 3A, 5A), of which there is a unique class in Co,, with 
normalizer NA, z (A 5 x J2). 2, and adjoining anelement of class 3A which 
commutes with an A, of this A, but not with the whole AZ. Now the A, has 
centralizer G,(4), and J, is transitive on 3A-elements in G2(4)\J2, and so 
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there is a unique class of A, of this type, and its normalizer isthe group 
NA, z (A, x L,(7)).2. 
Similarly, anyA, which does not fix avector must be of type (2C, 2B, 3A, 
3B, 4F, 4E, .5A, 6B, 6G, 7B, 15A), and so contains anA, of type (2B, 3A, 3B, 
4E, 5A), of which we have shown there is a unique class in Co,, with 
normalizer NA, 2 (A6 x U,(3)). 2 It may therefore be constructed by taking 
such an A, and adjoining a 3A-element commuting with an A, in this A, but 
not with the whole A,. Again, U,(3) is transitive on 3A-elements in J,\U,(3), 
so there is a unique class of such A, in Co,, and its normalizer is the group 
NA, z A, x S,, contained inthe maximal ocal subgroup 22t’2 :(A, X S,). 
Similarly, anyA, which does not fix avector must be of type (2B, 2C, 3A, 
3C, 3B, 4E, 4F, 5A, 6B, 6G, 7B, 9C, 9B, lOB, 12F, 15A), and so contains an
A, of type (2B, 3A, 3B, 4E, 5A, 6B, 7B), of which there is a unique class in 
Co,, with normalizer NA, z (A, x L,(7)). 2 It may therefore be constructed 
by taking such an A, and adjoining a 3A-element commuting with an A, of 
this A, but not with the whole A,. Again, L,(7) is transitive on 3A-elements 
in U,(3)\L,(7) [in fact, here are no 3A-elements in this L,(7)], and so there 
is a unique class of such A, in Co,, and its normalizer isthe group NA, g 
A,XS,. 
7.2. The Suzuki-Chain Groups 
We consider next he other groups involved inthe Suzuki chain, that is to 
say, U,(3), J2 and G,(4). Any subgroup isomorphic toU,(3) which does not 
fix a vector must have character 4 X 6a, and so have type (2A, 3A, 3D,4A, 
4A, 6A, 7A, 8?, 12A). It therefore contains anL,(7) of type @A, 3D,4A, 7A), 
but since ((2A, 4A, 7A) = l/2520, we know that here is a unique class of 
L,(7) of this type, and its normalizer isNA, z (A, x L,(7)).2. To extend 
this L,(7) to a U,(3) of the above type, we must adjoin a 3A-element 
commuting with a given 3D-element inthe L,(7). But the 3D-centralizer s 
3 x A,, in which the only 3A-elements are the 3-cycles inthe A,. Thus the 
centralizer of such a U,(3) must contain at least an A, of the A, centralizing 
the L,(7). But the centralizer of this A, is G,(4), which contains a unique 
class of U,(3) (see [1 I]). Thus there is a unique class of U,(3) of this type in 
Co,, and it has normalizer NA, z (A6 x U,(3)). 2
Any subgroup isomorphic toJ, must have character 2 x (6a + 6b), and 
the centralizer of a central 3-element isa 3A, of type Co,-type (3A; 2A, 3C, 
3C, 4A, 5B). Now the 3A-centralizer in Co, is 3S2, so this corresponds to an 
A, in Sz of Sz-type (2A, 3C, 3C, 4A, 5B). But there is a unique class of such 
A, in Sz, and it has normalizer (A6 X A5). 2therein (see [12]), and so there 
is a unique class of such 3A, in Co,, with normalizer of shape 
(3A, X A,).22. Now any J, can be constructed by taking a 3A, and 
extending the 5-centralizer from3 X 5 to A, x 5. But the SB-centralizer n 
Co, is (A5 X A5). 2X 5, in which the only 3A-elements are in one of the A,- 
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factors, andso there is a unique way of making this extension n Co,. Thus 
there is a unique class of J, in Co,, and its normalizer is the group NA j E 
(A5 x s,>.2. 
Any subgroup isomorphic to G,(4) must have character 2 x 12a, and SQ 
the central 3-elements areof &,-class 3A. The 3-centralizer is 3E,(4), and 
so corresponds to a subgroup L,(4) of Sz. ut there is a unique class of 
L,(4) in Sz (see [12]), and so there is a unique class ofsuch 3L,(4) inCo i, 
Now any G,(4) can be constructed by taking such a3L,(4) and extending 
the 5centraiizer from3x 5 to A, x 5. But this S-element is of Co,-class 5B,
and so by the same argument aswe used for J2, there is a unique way of 
making this extension. Thus there is a unique class of G,(4) in CoI, and its 
normalizer is the local subgroup NA, 2 (A4 x G,(4)),2. 
7.3. The Linear Groups 
We are now left with the cases when X is isomorphic to L,(l I), L,(23) or 
&(25). In the cases of L,(ll) and L,(23) we have recourse to acomputer to
eliminate thcases we cannot do by hand. 
First we show by restricting the character hat any subgroup isomorphic 
to L,(25) must be of one of the following types: 
Class fusion Character 
6%) (2B, 30,4E, 5C, 5C, 6H, 12L, 13A) 1262 + 12b 
(ii) (2B, 30,4E, 5A, SB, 6H,12L, 13A) 2x B2a 
But there is no A, of type (2B, 3D, 5C) and so there is no L,(25) of type (i). 
Now from [7] we know that here is a unique S2-group of type @AA 
and its normalizer hasthe shape (52 :D,, x A,). 2. Thus there are jus 
classes of 52 : 12 containing such a 52-group, 6orresponding to elements of
orders 2,4 and 6, respectively, in the outer half of S5 9 with centralizers S, , 3 
and 2, respectively. Now ineach case the 12-element is ofclass B2L, and so 
the set of elements centralizing or verting t isa group of shape S, x II,, . 
Tnus the IZeiement extends to exactly four D249s, and since 
, 12L) = l/6 and Q2B, 2C, 12L) = 114, only the one with 
centralizer $I contains no 2C-elements. Thusthe group generated by the 52- 
group and the D,, has centralizer S,; 3 and 2, respectively, in thethree 
6ases. Since none of the involution ce tralizers contains L,(25), and the 
Suzuki group contains a unique class of L,(25), this hows that here is a 
unique class of L,(25) in Co, ) and it has normalizer (3 x L2(25)). 2, which 
is contained in NA, s 3Sz. 2. 
ny L2(23) may be constructed by taking a Frobenius group 23.11 an 
extending an 1 l-element therein toD,,. Now the 23normalizer in CO, is 
23.1 I, while the 1 l-normalizer s S,x 11.10, and so there are just four 
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cases to consider. A group generated in this way is isomorphic to L,(23) if 
and only if the product ofthe original 23-element wi h one of the involutions 
in the LIZ2 has order 3, so we checked this by computer. We found that here 
are just wo classes ofL,(23), both of which are clearly self-normalizing. 
They are both contained in 2” : MZ4, one acting permutationally, the other 
monomially. 
Any L2( 11) may be constructed by taking a Frobenius group Il. 5and 
extending a 5-element therein toa II,, . Now the 1 l-normalizer n Co, is 
11.10 X S,, in which the 5-elements have class 5B, and the subgroup of
elements centralizing a given element of class 5B has the shape D,,, x 
(A 5 X AT). 2. By restricting the character w  see that any L2( 11) which fixes 
no vector must contain 2B-elements, and since 5(2B, 2B, 5B) = 150/36000 
there are just 150 2B-elements inverting a given SB-element, and these 
correspond i  sets of five to the 30 2B-elements in one or other of the normal 
Ag's in the SB-centralizer. Now the S, centralizing our 11.5 must be 
contained in one of these As’s, since its elements are of &,-classes 3A and 
2B, and therefore if w extend our group by adjoining a D,, corresponding 
to an involution in the other A,, then the resulting group still has centralizer 
S,. Similarly: if the involution s inthe S,, then it itself centralizes th  
resulting group. Now the S, has just wo (regular) o bits onthe remaining 
12 involutions n the A,, so there are just wo cases left toconsider, andin 
each case the resulting group has trivial centralizer. But this group is 
isomorphic to L2( 11) if and only if the product ofthe 1 l-element wi h one of 
the involutions n the D,, has order 3, and we used acomputer tocheck that 
this does not happen in either case. 
This completes heproof of the Theorem. 
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